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Nouveautés

What’s in store

MAKING TIME
Dar en Art’s Zel clock looks
both forward and backward.
Its geometric motifs are
reminiscent of Morocco’s
traditional ceramic zellige
tiles, but its lacquered lasercut steel housing is very 21st
century. Available in multiple
hues as well as black, white
and metallic. From $690;
darenart.com.

FLOOR SHOW
With his award-winning
TRESSE RUG COLLECTION

DRESS SENSE

for Chevalier Edition,
Samuel Accoceberry
was truly thinking
outside the box. Handknotted in wool and
silk, these stunning
graphic pieces (tresse
is the French word for
“braid”) come in a wide
variety of shapes, sizes
and colors. chevalieredition.com

Vertbaudet’s adorable
SUMMER DRESSES

for the elementaryschool set feature
pretty patterns from
Atelier LZC. Made of
cotton poplin, they
come in four different
designs. $22.95;
vertbaudet.fr/shop/
collection_LZC.htm.

TOP SPOT
Committed to sustainable development, Ekobo weds
good design with eco-friendly materials and fair-trade
practices. Its BRIO SPOTLIGHT, made of lacquered
bamboo and resting on a cork base, is a shining
example of the company’s aesthetic. Available in three
sizes, from $90 to $140; ekobohome.com.

WALKING SOFTLY
Colorful and lightweight, these recyclable
felt slippers by Soft’in strive to have the
smallest possible environmental footprint.
The soles and uppers are bound together
using an ultrasound system to avoid the
use of glue and PVC. $45; soft-in.fr.

DIVINE DESIGN
OA 1710’s D-VIN RÖBE WINE
COOLER was inspired by
the high-collared outfits
of the Incroyables and
Merveilleuses—the partyhearty dandies and divas
of France’s Directoire
period. It’s a sure way
to make your table as
cool as your wine. $250;
oa1710.com.
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SHARPER IMAGE
Inspired by Ridley Scott’s dystopian classic, Philippe Starck’s
limited-edition “Blade Runner” design for LaCie lends the
EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE a sci-fi edge. It has a USB 3.0 connection,
4TB of storage and is certified replicant-free. $299; lacie.com.

C H E VA L I E R E D I T I O N ; O A1710 ; R O C H E B O B O I S ; L A C I E

French furniture maker Roche Bobois gave designer
Cédric Ragot free rein to develop a capsule
collection for its Les Contemporains line. Evoking cut
gemstones, his PRECIOUS COFFEE AND SIDE TABLES are
among the highlights of this multifaceted ensemble.
Price $1,375; roche-bobois.com.

D A R E N A R T; V E R B A U D E T/ AT E L I E R L Z C ; E KO B O H O M E ; S O F T ’ I N ; C A U D A L I E

GEM SESSION

Good Seeds
CAUDALIE, the Bordeaux-based brand that was the first to develop organic

grapeseed-based skincare products, now boasts two boutiques in the Big Apple: a
flagship in the West Village (315 Bleecker Street) and a smaller location on the Upper
East Side (1031 Lexington Avenue). The décor at both locations harks back to the
company’s origins, with a wine-barrel-shaped oak “beauty bar” for testing products,
potted grapevines and wall-size images of the Château Smith Haut Lafitte vineyard
where it all began. us.caudalie.com

This article originally appeared
in the Spring 2013 issue of France Magazine.
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